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Prayer Letter Bak Family

March 2016

.

Christmas
Although it's almost Easter time, we
would still like to share about the last
Christmas season! We had many
oppportunities to share the Gospel at
several schools. Everywhere we were
welcomed with open arms; at the little
school with just 23 pupils and at the
bigger schools with more than 100
pupils. Together with 2 Thai christians we
taught a memory verse, christian songs,
played games and told about the true
meaning of Christmas. Every pupil and

Buddhism is visible everywhere.
Isaan has less than 1% of Christians

teacher received some christian books
and we also had a pile of books for the
school library. We hope that this may

Giving thanks and
prayer

contribute to get the Gospel into the
houses of the children.
Also for the children's club we organized
a special Christmas celebration. We had
invited all the parents personally, but,
unfortunately, none of them came. The
celebration itself was nice and joyful and

Give thanks for all the
occasions we have had to
share the Gospel during
Christmas time
Give thanks that we could
transmit our visa to our new
passports

the following Sunday, there were many
children who went along with us to church

Give thanks that our family
came to visit us

as well!

Give thanks that both of us
are able to do some ministry
again

During the weeks before Christmas, some
church members had a special service at
their home and invited all their friends,
family and neighbours to come. All

Give thanks that teacher Kely
will stay for another year

together, it was again a great time of
spreading the Word!
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Pray for our Home Committee
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who has to arrange a lot for
our Home Assignment
Pray for wisdom in choices to
make considering what
ministry to do when

Visitors
Right after Christmas, Anne-Marie's

Pray for perseverance in
language study

parents, brother and his girlfriend came to
visit us. Together with them, we spent

Pray for balance between
ministry and family

one week at the beach. After that, they
traveled with us to Isaan to go and see

Pray for the children who
come to the children's club

our daily work and life.
They were lucky, because that week we
had planned a 3 Days Club at a school.
Also, they could join our weekly children's
club.
David was extremely happy to have
family visitors at his birthday for the first
time! He turned 5 years in January. It was
also special that they got to meet Anna
for the very first time!
One month later, we got "official
visitors" from our sending organisation
Kimon. It was a good and well-spent visit
and the men got a good impression of our
ministry in Thailand.
Besides the fact that it's nice to have
visitors, it's also good, because "you don't
understand about what 's it like until
you've seen, felt, tasted, smelled and
experienced life in Isaan" as one of our
visitors said wisely.

Short trips

3 Days Clubs at a school.
Pupils hear about the redeeming
work of Christ for the first time.

Short trips... A short trip is something
people usually enjoy! We do too, but
sometimes it's jst a little bit too
much...In between of our visitors, we
made a short trip every weekend. The
first weekend, we had a teamretreat: 2 full
days of fellowship with our colleagues,
Biblestudy and encouragement.

https://us9.admin.mailchimp.com/templates/preview?id=298389

Jer.16:20,21:
Can man make for
himself gods? Such are
not gods! Therefore,
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Especially the 'God at work sessions' are

behold, I will make

meaningful. Everyone shares how God

them know, this once I
will make them know
my power and my
might, and they shall

has been at work in their ministries in the
past year. The kids enjoyed the playing
with other mission kids and we all came
home happily and tired.

know that my name is
the LORD

As we arrived at home, our cat Trixie had
a (not unexpected) surprise for us: 3
kittens! Two are still alive and they seem
to be doing well. We named them Rexie
and Maxi.
The following weekend, we traveled to
Bangkok, where we had to transmit our
visa to our new passports. Anna also got
her very own passport. It went all well and
we could travel back home.
The next Sunday Mark was preaching in
a church of a colleague who was in
another country at that moment. We
combined it to celebrate a birthday and
enjoyed the visit!

The international team of church
planters that we support in children's
ministry. Can you find us in the
picture?!

It was a lot of traveling lately, which
resulted in some restlessness in the
family. We were happy that after that, we
had some relatively 'boring' weekends!

Pupils
Giggles and excited whispers; that's what
we usually hear as soon as we enter
a school. The past months we were able

A while ago, we learned at school
about 'the bakery' We liked it a
lot! We crafted and created our own
bakery and mom and dad came to
buy some delicacies from us!

to do several 3 Days Clubs again.
Together with Peter, Marks language
helper who appeared to be a big help to
us. We told about God the Creator, the
fall and the redeeming work of Jesus
Christ. A lot of Thai pupils heard the
Gospel for the first time in their lives!
Actually we never know the aftereffect of
these 3 Days Clubs, but we trust that God
will continue to let the seeds that have

https://us9.admin.mailchimp.com/templates/preview?id=298389
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been sown grow and bear fruit one day.
It's encouraging that at the moment a lot
of children from the children's club go to
church weekly as well. There seems to be
a great openness for the Gospel among
the children in the village of Baan Naa
Waa!

Warm greetings
Brr... Shivering, we duck a little
deeper under the blankets. The cold
seasons brought some cold days and
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Thailand
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Mark and Anne-Marie
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tel. +66 833478791
skype: bakinthailand
Gifts at Stichting Kimon in Putten
Rek.nr. ABN AMRO: 400598698
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please mention Thailand fam. Bak!

nights along. How great to sleep under a
blanket instead of a bedsheet! Even
goosebumps are a nice experience after
the heat of the rest of the year. A
unpleasant side issue is that the water

Take a look at

from the tap is so cold that we're taking a

www.bakinthailand.nl

shower with rattling theeth. Meanwhile,
hot season is on its way; probably the
coming months will be hot and sweaty.
We do enjoy the relatively coldness for as
long as it lasts!
Warm greetings from Isaan!
In Him,
Mark & Anne-Marie,
Celeste, Irene, David and Anna
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